
Revolution Area Fall Advance Oct 12-14, 2018
DIRECTOR instructions:

Location: 
French Lick Resort Hotel - 8670 West State Road 56 - French Lick, Indiana 47432 - Toll Free: 
+1 (888) 936-9360 

ATTIRE:
Friday Director Meeting – DIQs invited:  All Snappy Casual (pants fine)

FRIDAY PM: 
NSDS: NSD SUIT
DIRECTORS: SNAPPY CASUAL 
NEW & PROMOTED REDS Friday Night only: MK Attire (Red Jacket & BLACK SKIRT – 
black shirt for DIQ)
ALL OTHER CONSULTANTS: SNAPPY CASUAL  (in MK land this just means a really 
accessorized outfit, pants totally fine)

SATURDAY: SNAPPY for all

Each Director: 

● Please bring your FAVORITE STAR PRIZE from MK – we will have a star 
table on display – so we can really highlight the star consultant 
program

● Scotty Williams with Imagine Studios will be on site to take 
headshots of anyone who may be in need of them as a service. 
$35 he will take 15-20 high resolution shots and will give you the 
digital images.  He will be set up throughout the entire event.  Useful 
for business cards, social media, etc to have a professional image.   
Please see detailed info at end of this packet.

● Please bring note cards for yourself and your unit members (& 
remind them to bring them too).  Our area will be noted as one of 
gratitude –  we will take a “collection” of love cards for our guest 
speaker and for Curtis.  

● Directors with NEW/PROMOTED REDS – please bring a 8x10 
FRAME for a special piece of artwork for your debuting red!  All
directors will sign these at our Director Gathering.

● Bring your booking list, customer list, referrals, customer 
service call numbers and remind your unit members also.  We 
will “Book in Community” during the event!  Yes!  This is SO 



IMPORTANT your unit members see you leading by example 
during this time valiantly (not hiding or talking to others).

● I am asking for you to chose 2 of 3 optional Unit Times.  
Consider how you will facilitate and lead during our two unit times – 
the Director packet will include a few ideas, however, this is your time 
– so feel free to plan whatever you feel is best for your crew.  Keeping 
in mind the unit time can be some of the richest and most memorable 
bonding time. 

● Consider planning either a Unit Dinner or Unit Lunch Saturday at a 
local restaurant/order pizza, etc. so your unit has a specific location in 
mind to save time and hassle.

● Encourage unit members to register during the registration 
time from 4:00-6:45pm Friday so there isn’t a line backup like last 
year.  Waiting till the end = late to event.  At registration you will 
receive a BREAKFAST VOUCHER specific to you for breakfast Saturday 
morning to use at the Colonnade.  If your unit members arrive late, 
there will be a sign that instructs them to go see Curtis for their 
voucher.  Only one per person will be given out and we cannot replace 
if lost.

● Email out the electronic packet to your unit members – encourage gals 
to PRINT & bring with them (or perhaps you print and bring as a gift).

● Many of the roads leading to French Lick are SPEED TRAPS.  Please 
communicate this to your attendees to watch their speed.  

● Director Gathering begins at noon SHARP – please plan to eat before 
you arrive & consider arriving 11:45 to greet, sign the New/Promoted 
Red frames & say hello before we get started promptly at noon.   All 
Directors will be signing each New/Promoted Red’s framed 
artwork.  *BE THINKING of something MEANINGFUL to sign on 
them*

● Directors will gather in Windsor at 6:40 SHARP – doors open for 
everyone at 6:50.  I would like to practice the walk in dance, to be in 
the know how the debuting REDS event will go and pray before it 
begins.  Being on time feels respectful to me and the opposite of this is
also true.

● You will have ASSIGNED TABLES for your consultants, there are 7 to a 
crescent round.  It would be SO NICE if you wrote a little postcard to 



each attendee or had a little snack bag/gift for each.  We want when 
they walk in to walk into a “love fest”!  Consider, asking 
consultants who look “lost” to take your picture with them, go 
after consultants who look timid and bridge the gap in any 
anxiety they may feel.

● If you are teaching a breakout session – PLEASE pay attention to the 
TIME & PLEASE END ON TIME to allow for a short break & to respect 
the other teacher’s time & would like the breakout sessions to be very 
workshop oriented and interactive.  

● For CADILLAC UNITS – the ENTIRE UNIT will go across stage and
make a TUNNEL when they come off the stage – so the tunnel will 
snake around and by the end, folks will have burning thighs b/c the 
tunnel will be so long!

● Remember, you are representing Mary Kay & in particularly our 
national area – please abstain from drinking alcohol the ENTIRE time 
you are in French Lick (yes, even in off hours until our retreat is over)

Reminder to BRING:
-Your Favorite STAR PRIZE you’ve received from MK Inc.
-Note cards for you + unit for speakers
-Your contact lists
-Goodie bags for each attendee
-8x11 frame for your New/Promoted Red
-Snacks
-Print your packet
-Dress in layers

Remind Consultants to:
-Bring note cards for speakers
-Their contact lists, customer lists, referrals
-Snacks

Headshots:
Imagine Studios will be at the Fall Advance to provide opportunities for consultants and directors to have
professional headshots taken! As a beauty consultant or director, it's important to present a positive, 
polished image and a high-quality headshot is a smart investment for:

● Business cards
● Websites (your marykay.com website, and if you're a director - your unit website)

http://marykay.com/


● Fliers
● Social media profiles: Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn, Pinterest, etc.

Your $35 photo shoot will include digital files for 15-20 high-resolution photos. You may wear anything 
you would like for your shoot - whatever you are wearing for the workshop/advance or any top, dress, 
jacket (red jacket, director jacket, etc.)

With more than 20 years of experience, Imagine Studios has provided professional photos for events and
NSD and Directors nationwide. If you would like to reserve your session, please click on the link below. 
You will receive a confirmation email and several time slots will be provided for you to choose from:

https://www.paypal.com/cgi-bin/webscr?cmd=_s-
xclick&hosted_button_id=EUT8D94D39A74

 

https://www.paypal.com/cgi-bin/webscr?cmd=_s-xclick&hosted_button_id=EUT8D94D39A74
https://www.paypal.com/cgi-bin/webscr?cmd=_s-xclick&hosted_button_id=EUT8D94D39A74


Unit Time Activities   
For unit bonding, you will have multiple opportunities throughout the weekend to 
gather your unit for an activity.  I like to go with an activity that Is fun and light-
hearted first, especially if there are newer consultants in the group, or people 

that don’t know each other well yet, to help break the ice at the beginning of the 
weekend. Laughter is good & helps us let down our guard! I save the “Sharing” 

activities for later in the weekend.  


Conversation “Stones”- ONE OF MY FAVORITES! 
This is where each person chooses a stone that has a question on it.  Everyone shares their 
answer.  These range from childhood memories, to silly things, etc.  you never know which 
stone you’ll get, so thats a part of the fun! You could do several rounds where everyone 
chooses more than one stone, depending on the size of your group. 

Attached is a printable document with the conversation stones.  It’s designed for you to be 
able to make your own conversation stones. You can use it one of two ways: 

1). If you want to prepare ahead, you can actually make these conversation stones very easily 
and have them for future use.  You would get the attached sheet printed (fedex) on sticky 
paper, and buy medium sized flat stones (craft store). Stick one conversation piece on each 
stone. 

2). If you don’t make your stones ahead of time, you could play it popcorn style. Print the 
attached sheet. Have one person start and answer one of the questions, and then she chooses 
the next person to answer AND chooses which question for them too! 


2 Truths 1 Lie - another good one! 
Everyone comes up with 2 truths & 1 lie about themselves.  When its your turn, you share all 3 
statements and the others guess which statement is the lie.  Its a fun way to learn fun 
interesting facts about one another! 


“Who We Be”  Poster-  
Bring an extra large poster board, or buy an extra large roll of chalkboard paper, and chalk 
markers or colored fat markers. 

Write really big in the center “ WE ARE” 

Explain to the group that each person is going to come up with 1 word or phrase that 
describes who we “be” as a team…. Examples resilient, overcomer, gritty, confident, etc  

Everyone gets to write their word on the poster.  After its complete, stand together and have 
each person share which word they chose and what that word means to them. 

This activity creates a team spirit & accountability through naming what qualities they want the 
team to have and describing who the team is all together.  You could display this at your 
meeting! 


Personal Picture Frames- 
You’ll need to purchase cardboard write-able 5x7 picture frames at a craft store and bring 
markers / fancy colored pens. Each person write their name on the frame.  Then take time to 
have everyone pass around the frames and write a word or affirmation that describes that 



person.  At the end everyone will have a frame filled with positive words or statements about 
what others see in them.  Go around the circle and have everyone read their words aloud with 
the statement  “I Am …..”  before each word. 


Share a Fall Advance moment / takeaway- 
Circle up and everyone take turns sharing a significant moment or important takeaway so far 
from the weekend.  In previous years, my unit has met early for breakfast on Saturday morning, 
and as we eat, we go around the table to share.  You could bring a stuffed animal and whoever 
has the animal- its their turn to talk.  


Fun/Lighthearted Games/Activities!  

Telestrations-  
This game is like telephone, but with pictures. 

Have a notebook and pen. Sit in a circle.  One person starts by writing a phrase or sentence on 
a blank sheet of paper (it could be anything! For example:  A duck is sitting on a persons 
head. ). that person passes the notebook to the person next to them. They have to then turn 
the page to a clean sheet and draw what the previous person wrote.  Then they pass the 
notebook to the person next to them.  The next person turns to a clean sheet of paper and 
WRITES  down what that person drew. Then the notebook is passed to the next person and 
that person turns to a clean sheet of paper and DRAWS what the pervious person wrote.  It 
continues this way until the last person.  It does need to end on a person WRITING , not 
drawing.   No one is allowed to go back to the previous pages to see what was drawn or 
written, they are only allowed to see what the person before them did.  At the end, you see if 
the last thing matches what the very first person wrote down- it usually doesn’t, and it fun to go 
back through the pictures and guesses together as a group! 


Guess who… 
Ask everyone in your group ahead of time to bring 1 object or item from home that has 
something to do with them, what they like, who they are, or even just something silly if they 
want! They can choose ANYTHING!  Make sure they know to keep secret what they are 
bringing or it will ruin the game! They need to give you the item beforehand so that no one else 
in the group knows who brought what.  During unit time, have all the items out/lined up.  Pick 
each item one at a time, and the group has to guess who it belongs to.  You could put  a fun 
spin on this- like asking them to bring an item with some specific guidelines- for example : 
bring something you wear to bed, or bring 1 thing you cant live without & be creative. *this is 
best with a group of at least 5 or more.


Name that song- 

Use your phone to pick songs. Divide into teams. One team challenges the other team to name 
that song in so many seconds.  Play a song (for however many seconds the team said). And 
the other team has to then sing the rest of the song where it stops. 


Bring a fun easy group board game to play together! (have you ever heard of Snorta…. OH 
MY HEAVENS!! This game is hilarious and will have everyone rolling on the floor laughing in 
tears!)

















“Wear the Pants” DIQ Training (Fall Advance 2018) 

 
Goal: Function like a director BEFORE you hit directorship 

Goal: Finish CAR or at least be very strong and on target 

Goal: Feel like this isn’t hard, but simple and very manageable 

 

Before DIQ if possible: 

 New consultant system in place including binder with tabs for each unit member and 

tracking printed, ready to go.  

 Welcome video (can be made before or after DIQ) 

 Welcome packet: can use director’s if necessary, but change the cover page ASAP 

 Share spreadsheets with director so you can both see what’s going on 

 Most to all communication should be in a three way chat, group voxer, or video chats so 

you both + the consultant are in the loop 

 

Interview system in place 

 Set up your own booking calendar (bookme, calendily) 

 Have a printed, binded version of “Flow of a career chat” by Julia Burnett 

 Chat notebook from office depot 

*Director discretion when the DIQ starts taking over her own interviews. Director should 

typically do a few with DIQ shadowing, then listen to the DIQ do 2-6 of her own and give 

feedback. 

 

Planning system in place 

 Binder for tracking, opening, and closing a month 

 All printed documents for the rest of the year (save time, & if its all there you have no 

reason not to do it ) 

 

DIQ to do list with your Director 

1. Set up a lunch to go over the DIQ period 

2. Set up your weekly call 

3. Get DIQ commitment form from her on intouch 

4. Book 20 beauty experiences like your panties are on fire, and book 20 career chats like 

your life depended on it! 

 

DIQ lunch 

1. Go over DIQ blueprint (Julia mails a poster, Director prints smaller version for her and 

you to track together) 

2. Finalize any systems 

3. Book 20 discussion 

4. Who are your key people? Take notes 



5. Write out what you have in, what you see coming, what you still need, what you have to 

work with, what gaps do you need to fill, how you will fill them, when you will carve out 

time for that 

6. Any questions or fears? 

7. Set up any accountability other than weekly check in call. (daily activity, how did the day 

go, any wins, how you’re feeling, obstacles) 

8. Talk about your DEBUT! When, where, who will be there? Get excited!! Envision it  

9. What’s the next win after DIQ? (car, on the move, epic blastoff…) 

10. What record could you break? 

11. Unit name, hashtag, song 

 

Weekly check-ins 

1. How would you rate your week? 1-10 

2. What went well? 

3. What needs work? 

4. What do we have in, what’s coming in, what do we still need? Where will that come 

from? How will I fill gaps? What will I implement? 

5. How confident am I? If not a 10, what will get me there? 

6. Any adjustments? 

7. Any specific training you need? 

8. How can your director help this week? Let her know! 

9. Recap text and update DIQ blueprint 

 

Roles at weekly meeting 

 Start doing recognition and taking pictures with unit 

 Bring tons of guests!!! 

 If you don’t have tons of guests, help with the skincare class and training 

 

Remember, NEVER stop communicating with your director, and always reach UP. She can help 

you through anything. Stay consistent, show up daily, stay enthusiastic. Remember your WHY. 

 

What are you looking forward to most about directorship? How much do you believe this will 

happen? How committed are you to making it happen? 

 


